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CREDO

Unity

I believe an understanding of a building’s history should
direct the design of the interior. Conceptually, the existing
structure and the new design could be thought of as
parts within the whole. I believe individually each has its
own unique identity, and together, the parts engage in a
dynamic relationship. This relationship is achieved by
honoring the integrity of the existing structure and it’s
spatial relationships.
Palazzo Grassi, located on the Grand Canal in Venice, is
an elaborately decorated palace built in the 1800s. In 2006,
Japanese architect Tadao Ando created a contemporary
space within Palazzo Grassi to house François Pinault’s
collection of masterpieces. To emphasize the existing
details of the site, Ando installed unadorned white walls to
contrast with, and enhance views of, the existing frescoes.
Lighting is hung from aluminum beams affixed to the new
walls, allowing without obscuring the original ceiling.
Ando’s design creates a dialogue between the historic
and the modern. The overall success of Ando’s approach
is the result of a carefully constructed dialogue with the
Palazzo. The new walls and lighting engage 19th century
to the beauty with a 21-century awareness of the overall
integrity of the space.
This project incorporates faculty apartments into an
early 20th century church. As I approached the design
challenge of adaptive reuse I created unique units, which
together form a part within a whole. I’ve achieved this in
two ways. I have kept the aisle which lead to the alter, as
a corridor of views and experiences. The corridors extend
and connect the two currently detached buildings with a
large flight of stairs. The apartments outside material of
white stucco lucido act as a unique and elegant contrast
to the rustic gothic revival sanctuary. This contrast allows
for each, the new and the historic, to unify in a dynamic
relationship.

ABSTRACT

Adaptive reuse of historic buildings is often a good way to
make use of empty unutilized spaces that are architecturally valuable to function as desirable and pleasing environments. The inherited architectural features, large amounts
of craftsmanship in the details that usually accompany
these older spaces are the appealing traits, which make
them exclusive. The design idea of faculty housing in an
early twenty’s century Baptist church currently used as the
Virginia Commonwealth University Music Center represent an alternative option to it’s existing use. The faculty
housing idea in this thesis, as a second adaptive reuse
option does not try to resolve any existing problem with the
current use, but is introducing an alternative way of design
using old and new.
To help with the progress of this thesis the following question was explored How is the integration of historic and
new create a new entity?
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A INTRODUCTION

The James Black Music Center stood out as an excellent design opportunity to explore
the possibilities of sinnergy between the old and the new. In addition the interior spaces
and the outer structure inspired the author to use as a thesis to develop with the idea
of adaptive reuse and the development of the program . The Music Center is located
in the city of Richmond, Virginia.. It is now being occupied by the department of Music of
Virginia Commonwealth University. The building has had recent renovations which include
the demolishion of the south wing with the addition of a newly constructed building to add
more classroom spaces and offices. The addition is immediately attatched to the historic
church. The architectural style of the historic church and the bell tower is Gothic Revival.
Both the historic building and the new building are three stories and at this time only one
small door connects both buildings. Historic buildings have so many advantages over new
ones: The hand crafted details, the use of materials that now may result to be too costly,
and the history that carries with them are as valuable as the buildings themselves.

These images were taken in 1970
when Grove Avenue Baptist
church became the Music Center.
Property of Special Collection
VCU library.

INTRODUCTION

The now called James Black Music Center
was once the Grove Avenue Baptist
Church and was first built in 1890. Only
10 years later the church burned down
and a new church was built, finishing
construction in 1901. A new wing was
built in 1920 when another fire burned
most of the south section of the church. In
1977 Virginia Commonwealth University
purchased the building and it has been
used ever since by the Music Department
of the University. In 2005 the Grove
Avenue Baptist Church was renamed the
James Black Music Center in honor of the
prominent local Jazz pianist “Jimmy Black”
(1933-2004). The historic building of
the Music Center has characteristics of a
Gothic Revival architectural style, although
a few details in its exterior structure
recall a Richardsonian style and keep the
building to be classified as a pure Gothic
Revival.
The chance to reuse an older building is
the way to keep it alive. Many buildings,
most often churches, are left unused
and occupy a valuable space in the city.
This thesis explores the ways and the
methodology to be employed when new
design is integrated with an older structure.

B RESEARCH DOCUMENTATION
CASE STUDIES

Merkx+Girod

Steven Holl

Carlo Scarpa

Tadao Ando

Louis kahn

Louis kahn

Renzo Piano

Morgan Library, New York City, redesigned by Renzo Piano

Renzo Piano was commissioned to
redesign the Morgan Library in 2002. The
Library needed to be enlarged since the
collection had increased in volume and
the space available to serve the increased
public was diminishing. So to work as
an independent research library and an
elegant museum, the library desperately
needed expansion. In developing his
architectural plan Renzo Piano had a few
goals in mind:
-A welcoming entrance on Madison Avenue
-An Improved internal circulation including
-ADA accessibility.
-A new performance hall
-A new reading room with greater capacity
electronic resources
-substantially expanded space for
collections storage.
To accomplish these goals Renzo Piano
was able to incorporate the three existing
historical buildings to the addition of three
new pavillions. The new pavillions face both
the 36th and 37th street and the front
facing Madison. An inner court enclosed
glass called the Gilbert Court connects the
old and the new in an elegant seemless
way. The court or the “Piazza” is also a
meeting space and a common space,
and mainly has the purpose to facilitate
circulation.

All images in this page have been taken from the following
sites:
www.arcspace.com/architects/piano/morgan_library/ and
http://arthistory.about.com/library/weekly/sp/bl_morganexp_rev.htm

SITE

SITE

Morgan Library, New York City, redesigned by Renzo Piano

The McKim Building
36th Street view
Morgan shops and
dining hall

The Annex building

Madison Avenue entrance
This color represents the area of Renzo
Piano’s expansion design
This area is the area renovated by Renzo
Piano. although the existing three building
remained structurally untouched

Renzo Piano’s design also expanded beneath
All images in this page have been taken from the
following sites:
www.arcspace.com/architects/piano/morgan_library/
and http://arthistory.about.com/library/weekly/sp/
bl_morganexp_rev.htm
The rendering was an addition of a plan that was found
in the morgan library main website listed above.

the first floor. From this section it is clear
that light was crucial in Piano’s design. The
center court which expands to the subfloor
enables light to go through where there can’t
be windows.

SITE
Morgan Library, New York City, redesigned by Renzo Piano

The images shown in this page are close
up s of a model presented by Renzo Piano
work shop of the Morgan Library. The top
three views are of 36th Street, which highlight the importance of glass and the availability of natural light in the center or Piazza.
The bottom image represents the view of
the Library on Madison Avenue which is the
main entrance.

All images have been takent from the following site
http://www.arcspace.com/architects/piano/morgan_library/

SITE

All images on this page were found in:
images.google.com
http://www.linternaute.com/voyager/lieu/italie/palazzo-grassi/06

Palazzo Grassi Venice, Italy Tadao Ando

SITE

Palazzo Grassi Venice, Italy Tadao Ando

Palazzo Grassi,
built in 1766 by Giorgio Massari was
first owned by the Grassi family and
many different single owners and corporations owned the building there after.
During the time the Fiat group and
Agnelli family purchased Palazzo Grassi,
the building went through a renovation by architect Gae Aulenti. Recently
this historic building was purchased by
Francois Pinault who’s intent was to
showcase part of his vast art collection
he had kept for 30 years.. Tadao Ando
was hired to renovate the building and
create self contained spaces that would
accomodate the show of single to large
group displays. The Palazzo opened in
2006 and Tadao Ando’s touch is in perfect harmony with the existing antique
structure. He chose to extend lighting
to a lower level and detached
from existing walls so not to damage
the affrescos. These fixtures are carefully enclosed by minimal steel cables.
Ando’s addition walls are designed to
not obscure the natural light but to
welcome it. These walls are positioned
in a way to expose the beauty of the
inherent work. So in a way the new
structures become a functional frame

www.palazzograssi.it

www.linternaute.com/.../ palazzo-grassi.shtml

www.linternaute.com/.../ palazzo-grassi.shtml

www.palazzograssi.it

SITE

Palazzo Grassi Venice, Italy Tadao Ando

that enhances Palazzo Grassi.
With the help of Dottor Group
restoration company, well
accostumed to maintaining
and restoring Venician buildings,
maintanance cleaning and
restaurations were to precede all
additions of Tadao Ando. Finally all
added floors that are especially
designed by the architect to hold
large amounts of daily traffic,
were installed to float over the
existing terrazzo floors. These
new floors, are easily removeable
when changes occur or when a
display or event may require a
bare floor.. The general contractor’s
intervention statement clarify
that the existing structure was
not submitted to absolutely any
change. Also they state that all
available spaces for display were
evaluated and some minimal
changes were done to interior
deviders, chalk and concrete walls.
On the nobile floor, where the
rooms have views on the Canal
Grande, all decorations of the
floors and walls were brought
to life and were treated by cowl
“marmorino” which is a substance
that covers and protects the
existing work and is capable of
bringing back to life the original
paints.
http://www.dottorgroup.it/il-gruppo/referenze/palazzo-grassi.html

Palazzo Grassi Venice, Italy Tadao Ando

Opened March 30th 2006 the design
embedded the concept of respecting the
original structure. The new design is a successful
complement of the building’s original beauty.

www.palazzograssi.it

http://www.dottorgroup.it/il-gruppo/referenze/palazzo-grassi.html

SITE

SITE
Selexyz Bookstores in Maastricht
Merkx + Girod

Merkx + Girod architects created a
contemporary bookshop in a former
Dominican church, preserving the unique
landmark setting. They have first restored
the church in the original beauty and
moved all utilities equipment in the
extended cellar then designed a two story
structure to house the books and take
advantage of the height.

All images in this page were found in: http://www.merkx-girod.nl/

SITE
Selexyz Bookstores in Maastricht
Merkx + Girod

Register

Information counter

http://www.merkx-girod.nl/

http://www.merkx-girod.nl/

Center book shelves

Book shelves which extend the
whole height of the internal
structural wall

SITE
Nieuwe kerk in Amsterdam
“Morocco Exhibition” by
Merkx + Girod

To celebrate the 400 year
relationship of Netherland
and Morocco this exhibition of
300 masterpieces from various
libraries and museums were
displayed in this Domenican
church whose design by
Merkx and Girod still retaiin
the relationship between the
exhibition and the church
All images in this page were found in:
http://www.merkx-girod.nl/

PROGRAM
The Exeter Library, Louis Kahn

PROGRAM
The Exeter Library, Louis Kahn

These drawing show the 6
floor plans of the Exeter
library. Starting from the
bottom left is the basement
plan; the plan directly above
is the first floor next column
on the top is the third floor
and the second below. The
final column illustrates the
Mezzanine floor and third
and fourth floor below.

PROGRAM
The Exeter Library, Louis Kahn

The materials used for the design of
the library are wood which is used for

Exeter Library

private spaces and concrete and brick

private

for public spaces. There is an

private

unnoticeable way that those
materials gradually transition
throughout the space that is
conforting to the eye. Books in
general have always been important
to Louis Kahn and the library

public

represents the place that houses
these important “books”. In these
sketches is an illustration of how
spaces in the library could be broken
down in sections and shapes that
repeat in the structure. The diagram
below shows the transition of light in
the space. The carrells of the private
reading spaces are located toward
the outer section of the larger cube.
The books are in between and the
center is the lobby.

public

PROGRAM
Town Hall, Alvar Aalto

In this project Avar Aalto showed the hierarchy and differentiations
of spaces. In his design Aalto chose to place the private and public
spaces in the same level of height looking out at the center courtyard
and elavating the civic council chaber in a very succumb
and humble way.
The most common materials used include brick and wood. Lining
the outer structure with brick and the interiors with wood. The
arrangements of the building were designed to function as a community
and the inner courtyard’s was designed to encourage communication
and causal social interactions.
Aalto’s word about this project: “ The corridors are very short compared
to the floor area of rooms.... internal corridors should not and mucst be
used in public buildings. (Aalto.)
Also R. Weston includes: “ Circulation around the courtyard... the solid
mass of the tower’. it allows the main stairs to be aligned on the
corridor to emphasize the symbolic pre-eminence of the Ceremonial
Route into the council chambre above.”(R. Weston)

Water Colors, Steven Holl

Franz kafka in Prague

Little Tesseract
Rhinebeck, NY

PROCESS

PROCESS
Water Colors, Steven Holl

Concept water colors, drawings
and worked out ideas of
Steven holl. The black and
white drawing were personal
photos taken during a visit at
Moma in New York city. They
were part of a small collection
of drawings and models
displayed in december 2008.
These images are displayed
in order to communicate the
sequence of progression in
Steven Holl’s project. The water
colors in this page were taken
from the book “ Steven Holl
written in water” by Lars Muller
publishers.

PROCESS
Water Colors, Steven Holl

Use of materials: Materials to
Steven Holl are used to portray a
certain experience and are only
used to strenghthen that individual
perception.
The senses: Successful architecture should stimulate our senses.
Process: The development of the
initial preliminary idea is worked
through sketches and water
colors.
Steven Holl has a habit of painting everyday and working out
problems of his project using these
drawings.

Steven Holl’s process

PROCESS
The Salk Institute, Louis Kahn

The salk institute was designed by Louis Kahn
in 1965. During his design process the image
of the buildings changed radically mainly for
programmatic reasons. The central court was
initailly thought to be a garden with trees, a visit
from Barragan changed Kahn’s view to omit all
trees. To Kahn image was not important but the
effects of light and the integrety of a space and
the material did. In this project he successfully
created a connection of art and science. The
areas marked in orange are the laboratory space
and in between facing the court are individual
offices which are rotated at an angle to have a
view of the ocean. In this project as with the one
from Aalto the materials specify private spaces
from public.

PROCESS
The Salk Institute, Louis Kahn

“Any sound building must be rooted
in it’s materiality and be proudly true
to the way it is made.” Louis Kahn

PROCESS
The Salk Institute, Louis Kahn

PROCESS
The Salk Institute, Louis Kahn

Louis I kahn’s light study
According to Kahn it was natural light that brought architecture to life; the artificial light had an unvarying “dead”
quality in contrast to the ever-changing daylight.. Light
for him, was not only an instrument of our perception of
things, but the every source of matter itself. It represented
nature with all her laws by which all matter is bound
together..
“I sense light as the giver of all presences, and material
as spent Light. What is made by Light casts a shadow,
and the shadow belongs to light. I sense a threshold; Light
to Silence, Silence to Light-an ambiance of inspiration,
in which the desire to be, to express, crosses with the
possible.
“Architecute is making of a room; an assembly of rooms.
The Light is the light of that room,” “ This drawing shows
the sun outside low-vaulted space as the vaults in Kimbell
art museum where natural light prevails.

PRESENTATION
Brion Cemetery, Carlo Scarpa

Below are two floor plans of Carlos Scarpa’s design of Brion Tomb. The client, asked for a private place where
to bury her husband and family members. The plan on the right represents Carlo Scarpa’s earlier attempt at
the design and the left represents his final. Some changes are very noticeable such as the Chapel’s shape the
channel’s width and the bridge’s size. This is one of Carlo Scarpa best work. The tomb portrays a sense of zen
given by Scarpas japanese experience and his love for his hometown Venice.

Images were taken from the website box.plotcad.it/public/nb_carlo_scarpa_tomba_brion4jpeg
and box.plotcad.it/public/post/carlo-scarpa-tomba-brion-83.asp
and “Carlo Scarpa” by Benedikt Taschen, photographs by Klaus Frahm 1994

PRESENTATION
Brion Cemetery, Carlo Scarpa

Detail of the ceiling of the chapel

PRESENTATION
Brion Cemetery, Carlo Scarpa

Pool which creates the reflection

The double doors can be opened or closed
depending if there is a need for privacy

The circle indicated in red by Carlos Scarpa is showing the circle of reflection created by the brass wall the light shining from the windows
and reflecting in the water of the pool. The chapel is surrounded by water and cypress trees suggesting peace and calm.

PRESENTATION
Brion Cemetery, Carlo Scarpa

Sections of the floor plan
A. preliminary tables
B. perimeter of the Brion area
C. old cemetery entrance
D. tombs of relatives
E. arcosolium
F. little temple’s porch
G. little temple
H. padillion
I. garden
L. large area

C. PROGRAM
Units:
The interiors of both the historic building and the new building attatched to it will contain 11 new
units:
9 will be apartment units, one large meeting area and a gym.
8 of the 9 units will be 3 floors and 1 will be only 2 floor heigh.
The historic building will have 5 apartments
The new building will have 4 apartments
All apartments in the historic building will have operable windows.
There are two apartments that don’t have operating windows one on the
historic building and one on the new building. These apartments will have operable
skylights on the third floor, positioned on top of the circular stairway
in order to provide ventilation throughout the unit.
Commutal spaces:
There are two main commutal spaces. Both on the second floor, one on the main Grove Ave.
entrance
and the other an enclosed sitting area located in the center of the floor
in between where the main curch isles used to be.
Gym:
The gym is accessible from the third floor balconies and from the second floor. The large stairway
connecting the gym from the second floor to the third gives an
alternative way of connecting the floors and apartments. In addition the gym has an internal
circular staicase for internal circulation.
The third floor has two balconies facing each other with rails not higher than 4’.
A large central skylight illuminates both the third and second floor.
The new building will have an open computer area on the second floor.
Square footage:
The overall square footage of usable space both the new building and the historic building is of
SF..26,042
Floor one has 9,646 square feet, floor two has 9,944 square feet and floor three has
6,452square feet of
usable space. Usable and unusable the buildings contain 28,507square feet.
The average total square feet for one unit on the historic building is of 1,400sf.
The average square footage for one unit in the new building is of 1,300sf.
The Gym averages 430sf a total of second and 3rd floor.
The commutal spaces including the computer area average 200sf.
On average 13,000 out of 26,042 S.F. will be used for units and commutal spaces.

D. SITE ANALYSIS
Site location

The James Black Music

center is located in the Virginia

Commonwealth University Campus
on the corner of Grove Avenue and
Harrison street.

These images and sketches were

personally produced for this thesis.
The maps were found on
Google map.

D. SITE ANALYSIS
Comparison

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/portal:architecture/selected_picture/2007-28

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ChartresWestEndDB407.
jpg#filehistory

Chartre

James Black Music Center

The pantheon

D. SITE ANALYSIS

Existing Floor Plans

Grove ave. entrance

Harrison st.
entrance

Parking lot
entrance

First floor

Second floor

Third floor

D. SITE ANALYSIS
LIght and Circulation study

GEOMETRY

SYMMETRY

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

NATURAL LIGHT
CIRCULATION

Context study

D. SITE ANALYSIS

E. SCHEMATIC DESIGN
Relationship diagrams

Macro Relationship
MICRO RELATIONSHIP

CENTRAL HALL
GUEST BEDROOM

APT. 2

PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE
GUEST BATH

KITCHEN PANTRY

STAIRS

GUEST BEDROOM
CLOSET

PARKING ENTRANCE

MASTER BEDROOM

APT. 2

MASTER CLOSET

KITCHEN

MECHANICAL ROOM
LIBRARY

LAUNDRY ROOM

immediate
close and conv.
convenient
unnesessary

MECHANICAL BREAKER
DINING/LIVING ROOM
ENTRANCE HALL

immediate
close and conv.
convenient
unnesessary

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Concept Development

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Concept Development

Pure shape

In the early stages of the design process I explored the notion of
unity and how it could be applied to both buildings, the historic and
the new. The transition of spaces, and the introduction of units
were considerable challenges. Geometric shapes inspired by the
work of Kahn begin helping me with the organization of spaces.
Keeping natural light as one of the most important element helped
me work my design from outside in. Many attempts preceded the
final floor plans as I struggled with keeping the shape pure and
working with maintaining the internal integrity of the focused area:
the second floor of the Music center.

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Concept Development

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Concept Development
These last two plans represent pure

conceptional ideas of how unity could be

developed in the given floor plan. Unfortunately
they remained part of a process and resulted
impractical and too far from the ideal unit

which provides all commodities that a program
commonly specifies.

On the top model the geometric shapes of

hatched pencil which represent the units are

too irregular, creating atypical angles that are
difficult of furnish or utilize. The floor plan

below’s main issue is the equation of occupied
space versus unoccupied. The units had

rooms too small and common areas too large.

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Plans

Parking lot
exit

Harrison st.
entrance

Grove Ave.
Main Entrance

First floor

Second floor

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Plans

TYPICAL LAYOUTS

third floor

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Perspectives

This is a typical kitchen on the first floor.
the circular staircase leads the home
owners to various floors.

Grove avenue main entrance leads to the main
isles of the historical building. The stained
windows allow visitors as well as people who
live in the units
to sit and pause

.

A place to meet and a view for
the first floor

A computer lab which may also be a
meeting space or a reading space.

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Perspectives

The perspectives above are
process perspectives they

represent a floor plan that has been
modified. The two perspectives

below are of an elevation and a

drawing of the design of the floors
on the historic and new buildings.
The drawing of the floor is the

same pattern as the concept grid
developed in the early stages of

the design. Finally the perspective
below represents a unit on the first
floor in the new building.

F. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Existing

New design

Throughout the design process one quotation stood
influential and memorable. In the book on Richardson Mrs.
Van Rennsselaer writes: “ I think it is hardly necessary to
explain that it has never been part of an architect’s duty to
try to be original in the absolute meaning of the term, or that
in these late days of art he could not be so even if he tried
his best. A process of intelligent adaptation is that which
he must employ, and he has a clear title to be called original
whenever he perfectly fits old features to new needs and
schemes, or so remoulds an old conception that a new
conception is the result- not an effective piece of patch-work
but a fresh and vital entity.” Written in 1888.
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